STOCK #18.6289

SPECIFICATION SHEET

Large Maritime Seascape, Oil Painting, Two Sailing Boats, Marine, 39.25" x 29"

DESCRIPTION

DIMENSIONS

Our Stock # 18.6289
This is a large, maritime seascape oil painting by the renowned marine and equine artist
David Chambers. 'Bracing' is an original, oil on board painting from David’s recent
collection.
This dramatic work has a focal point of five crew stretching every sinew as they battle to
wrest the sail against the relentless winds. The copper and cream mainsail is recalcitrant
in its gait and the sea billows between ebb and flow. A second boat at the edge of the
scene appears to have navigated the trough and is in a more calm pocket of air, where
our protagonists are hoping to reach as quickly as they can.
An aqua blue sea with rich detail adds a bold mystique to the piece and the bright white
spray is a border between this and the cold, grey sky.
Worldwide, David's work provides collectors with excellent investment potential. His
mastery of the subject dictates that the classic 'Turneresque' nature of his craft will be
sought-after for generations to come. Each painting is signed by the artist for
authenticity.
We can supply David's paintings with a choice of attractive frame styles, or in its natural
state for your personal preference. Our framing service is a high quality option with
attractive finishes that complement the wonderful nature of David's art. Framing is
offered at a cost of £295 above that of the advertised price.

With Border: 100cm (39.25'')
With Border: 73.5cm (29'')
Without Border Width: 99cm (39'')
Without Border Height: 72.5cm (28.5'')
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